1. Whales “migrate” thousands of miles from one place to another, which means they______.
A)

swim from where they sleep to where they play

B)

move as far away as possible from humans

C)

swim from where they feed to where they give birth

2. The main problem with whales getting trapped in fishing nets is that ______________________.
A)

the whales mess up the nets and other expensive fishing gear

B)

the nets can hurt whales and cause them to drown

C)

the nets make it hard for whales to see where they’re going

3. Whales are threatened by ________________________________ and _________________________________.
A)

bycatch and large ships

B)

fireworks and loud music

C)

lifeguards and scuba divers

4. To help protect whales, people should _________________________________________________________.
A)

never go on boats

B)

think carefully about their seafood choices

C)

let the fishermen catch fish however they want

5. Climate change might cause problems for whales because __________________________________.
A)

there are more and more predators that eat whales

B)

there is less seaweed for whales to hide in

C)

sea ice is melting near where some whales find their food

6. How often do you think about the environment or animals?
A)

Never

B)

Less than once a month

C)

A few times a month

D)

About once a week

E)

More than once a week

7. How often do you pick up litter that is not your own?
A)

Never

B)

Less than once a month

C)

A few times a month

D)

About once a week

E)

More than once a week

8. I feel it is important to help the wildlife living in our oceans and natural areas.
A)

Not at all

B)

Not really

C)

Kind of

D)

Pretty much

E)

Definitely

9. I feel it is important to protect wetlands and coastal habitats.
A)

Not at all

B)

Not really

C)

Kind of

D)

Pretty much

E)

Definitely

10. I feel that I can help solve environmental problems.
A)

Not at all

B)

Not really

C)

Kind of

D)

Pretty much

E)

Definitely

